11 Poker Players Form TokenStars Team
Poker staking is a relatively new, but very important business division in Tokenstars.
Our team started with only 3 poker players and now has successfully grown to more
than 10 professionals, our players have played more than 1 million hands combined!
We are proud that most of the players, who come to us decide to stay in the team for
a long time since our goal is to provide the opportunity for our players to achieve
new stages of their poker career and create TokenStars poker community where
players can share their experience and advice with each other.
✓
  11 professional poker players
✓
  More than $20.000 prize money per month
✓ 21 players joined scouting module

O
 ur professionals
In order to provide some additional information, we would like to tell you a
little more about our players:
-Tobias Schaaf
Not only a player but official coach of the TokenStars team, Tobias is in top
10 most resultative online poker players in Germany, he constantly analyzes
past hands of our players and helps them to improve their skills during both
group and individual coaching sessions.
-Marco D’Amico
Marco is the most resultative of all our players, he cooperated with
TokenStars from the very beginning. This Summer he won our biggest poker
prize yet by taking 2nd place in “Sunday million” with over $80.000 cashed!
This was a great victory both for Marco and for TokenStars Team.

-Santiago Guitart
Santiago is one of the youngest players in our team, both in terms of age
and staying in a team, he joined TokenStars just 3 months ago. He hasn’t yet
won his big pot, but he is playing a lot and constantly improves his skill so
we are absolutely sure that very soon he will reach the top-tier level of
poker.
-Jacob Lizotte
Jacob prefers to play on lower limits but that doesn’t make him a weak
player, rather the opposite, he is a very stable player and very rarely loses
money, Jacob is a good example that slow and steady wins the race.
-Alex D’Amore
Alex made over $100.000 profit for his career as the poker player and he
continues to develop his game each day. He just started to play with
TokenStars but already become an important member of our team.

-Linus Rosenstein
Linus is a young but very skillful player who already achieved several big
pots, he started playing poker just 2 years ago but his effort and passion
allowed him to already reach PRO-level. He is constantly training so there is
no doubt that his biggest victories are yet to come.

-Giorgos Tsouvalas
Gio is a confident and experienced player. He prefers playing mid stakes and
even though he sometimes faces bad streaks he never tilts which is a key
feature of any good poker player.
-Dirk Recknagel
Dirk plays poker longer than any other TokenStars player. He achieved a lot
during his path as a professional and he is always ready to give advice for
younger members of the team.
-Lukas Fruhbauer

Lukas is very passionate about poker. Previously he was too emotional
during the game but now he learned to stay calm even after a long unlucky
losing streak and wait till he has a chance to recoup.
-Tobias Wegmuller

Tobias is playing online poker since 2009, in his career he played over 35
000 tournaments mainly on PokerStars. At that time, he won over 175.000$
USD, by playing mid-stakes SnG, MTTs. During the last year he played 1500
MTTs, his win rate and ROI are good and will improve with coaching and
moving up to higher stakes.

-Kristaps Zusevics

Kristaps had won several big pots last year and now he is planning to repeat
his success. His ROI is over 50%, so he is a very effective player.

Coaching
As we already mentioned before, Tobias Schaaf is our coach, but the thing is
that not only our professionals have a chance to play with him! 3 members
of our community already had a private coaching session with Tobias and
what is most important, none of them was dissatisfied! Moreover, 2 of them
even paid back the cost of the session, which was only 2000 TEAM, by
winning Sit and Go and cash games during it.

Freerolls
This October, everyone had a chance to play with members of the
TokenStars poker team and even to win prizes! Our players participated in
freeroll tournament with TEAM tokens prizes alongside with common
players and fans all over the world. Of course, it is not so easy for average
players to defeat a professional but due to high variance in poker it is
possible, one of our fans proved it by achieving the 2nd place in the
tournament!

